
B005 $28    
B005HAM $30       
BRASS 1.5” cuff 

B014 $24 cuff 
BRASS 5/8”

B013 $30 FLARE 
BRASS 1” cuff

B017 $24 BRASS 
bangle 3/8” x30

B023 $22 ID cuff 
BRASS

B016 $34 MESH 
BRASS bangle

B015 $22 SET 2x 
2mm BRASS bangles

A001 $26 3/8” 
Brass HAIRBAND

B002Oxidized $22 
UNISEX Tapered 
brass oxidized 
cuff

B001 $24 FLAT 
bangle BRASS

B014Oxidized $24 
UNISEX 5/8” cuff 
OXIDIZED BRASS

B024 $36 DIPPED 
oxidized BRASS 
cuff x25

B023 $34 DIPPED 
FLARED cuff BRASS
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B004 $30  
B004Hammered $32  
BRASS 2” cuff!

*BO43 $48 ENGRAVED BRASS CUFFS            
1. yes ! 6. oui                              
2. taken ! 7. amour   ! !                           
3. 2+2  ! 8. nous!                             
4. 1+1       !9. marry me           
5. we                               

B019 $21 UNISEX 
NYC CHARMS leather 
24”necklace or 3x 
wrap bracelet.

B031 $21 LUCKY 
CHARMS UNISEX 
leather 
24”necklace or 
3x wrap 
bracelet.

E003Gold $45/each 
14k gold letters 
+ sterling silver 
posts.

E002Silver 
E002Oxidized $13/
each minimum 
10pcs        
silver letters + 
numbers + ear 
posts.

R001 $20 UNISEX 
brass RINGS or 
THUMB RINGS 
assorted sizes & 
texture

E001Silver 
E001Oxidized 
E001Gold filled  
$13/each MINIMUM 
10pcs X 3 sizes. 
specify color 
preference

*B042 $30 TOPSY 
CHARMS dangles on 
2mm bangles.     
1. 4 ridge       
2. 6 ridge       
3. rounded

N003 $25 UNISEX 
Brass robot + 
skull on leather 
2mm cord.           
1. black leather   
2. brown leather

N002Chain $40 UNISEX 
Hematite carved lock 
+ key on Brass chain     
N002Leather 2mm cord 
$36:                   
1. black leather     
2. brown leather

N001Chain $45 UNISEX 
ACORN VESSEL Brass 
chain        
N001Leather 2mm cord 
$40:                   
1. black leather      
2. brown leather

1.*E101Silver  *E101Oxidized sm round 
2.*E102Silver  *E102Oxidized lg round 
3.*E103Silver  *E103Oxidized sm cube  
4.*E104Silver  *E104Oxidized lg cube 
5.*E105Silver  *E105Oxidized heart 
6.*E106Silver  *E106Oxidized spider 
7.*E107Silver  *E107Oxidized bee   
$13/each minimum 10pcs mix.
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$39  1/4”x3/8”              
1. *N110Silver TINY 
BEE + gold filled 
16”/18” chain    
2.*N110Bronze TINY 
BEE + oxi sil 16” 
chain  

$39   5/16”x1/4”            
1. *N111Silver TINY 
DOVE + gold filled 
16”/18” chain    
2.*N111Bronze TINY 
DOVE + oxi sil 16”/
18” chain  

$39   1/4”x1/4”              
1. *N112Silver TINY 
HEART + gold filled 
16”/18” chain    
2.*N112Bronze TINY 
HEART + oxi sil 
16”/18” chain  

$39   7/16”x3/8”            
1. *N113Silver 
TINY PICK + gold 
filled 16”/18” 
chain    
2.*N113Bronze 
TINY HEART + oxi 
sil 16”/18” 

$39  1/4”x3/16” 3D           
1. *N114Silver TINY 
SKULL + gold filled  
chain    
2.*N114Bronze TINY 
SKULL + oxi sil 
chain 16”/18” 

$39   1/4”x1/4”            
1. *N115Silver TINY 
STAR + gold filled 
16”/18” chain    
2.*N115Bronze TINY 
STAR + oxi sil 1 
16”/18” chain  

$39   1/4”x1/4”            
1. *N116Silver TINY 
PICK + gold filled 
16”/18” chain    
2.*N116Bronze TINY 
HEART + oxi sil 
16”/18” chain  

$39   3/8”x1/4”            
1. *N117Silver TINY 
WISHBONE + gold 
filled 16 16”/18 
chain    
2.*N117Bronze TINY 
WISHBONE + oxi sil 
16”/18” chain  

$39   5/16”x5/16”            
1. *N118Silver TINY 
OPEN STAR + gold 
filled 16”/18” 
chain   

$39   3/16”x3/16”             
1. *N119Silver TINY 
PYRAMID + gold 
filled 16”/18” 
chain   

$39   1/4”x1/8”             
1. *N120Silver TINY 
DROP + gold filled 
16”/18” chain   

$39   3/16”X1/8”             
1. *N121Silver 
TINY ROUNDED DROP 
+ gold filled 
16”/18” chain   

$39  7/8”x3/16”            
1. *N122Silver TINY 
LIGHTNING BOLT + 
gold filled 16”/18” 
chain   

$39  1/4”x5/8”            
1. *N123Silver TINY 
BAT + gold filled 
16”/18” chain   

$39  5/16”x1/4”           
1.*N124Silver 
TINY OPEN HEART + 
gold filled 16”/
18: chain   

B110 $45 THIN BRAIDED 
leather 5x wrap 
bracelet+round 
buckle:         
1.ecru                  
2.tan                     
3. black                   
4. green  
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N101 $220 WE 
oxidized silver + 
diamond pave 
handmade in 
India.

N102 $220 YES 
oxidized silver + 
diamond pave 
handmade in India

N103 $220 LOVE 
oxidized silver + 
diamond pave 
handmade in India

N104 $220 OUI 
oxidized silver + 
diamond pave 
handmade in India

N105         
FACETED SPIRAL 
SHINY SILVER 
BALLS on oxidized 
silver chain. 
Made in Italy             
1. 22” $45         
2. 30” $55

N106  $45         
16” SPIRAL STRIPE 
oxi + shiny 
silver. Made in 
Italy                    

B101  $32         
7” SPIRAL STRIPE 
oxi + shiny 
silver. Made in 
Italy             

 $32               
1. B102Silver      
2. B102Oxidized 
FACETED BEADS 7” 
bracelet. Made in 
Italy             

 $32               
1. B103Silver      
2. B103Oxidized 
CLICKED LINKS 7” 
bracelet. Made in 
Italy.             

B104  $65         
THIN ID CUFF 
sterling silver



RB001 $145 14k gold  
granule  + tiny dia-
mond + 2 14k beads + 
silver shank ring"

RB002 14k gold 
bezel + .12 diamond 
sides + silver 
shank + .2 carat 
center stone:     
1. rose cut diamond 
$1065 2. rose cut 
white sapphire 3. 
yellow sapphire"!!

RB003 3 STONE RING 
rosecut .5 carat cen-
ter + 2 x.2 carat 
sides:               
1. 14 gold + diamonds 
$TBA                  
2. Silver + diamond 
$TBA                 
3. 14k gold + sap-
phire $1200                 
4. silver + sapphire
$1050 "

RB004 BEZEL      
SOLITAIRE rosecut .5 
carat center :               
1. 14 gold + diamonds 
$TBA                  
2. Silver + diamond 
$TBA                 
3. 14k gold + sap-
phire $950                
4. silver + sapphire
$700 "

RB005 LILY PRONG 3 
STONE RING 1.5 carat 
total :               
1. 14 gold + diamonds 
$TBA                  
2. Silver + diamond 
$TBA                 
3. 14k gold + sap-
phire $1200                
4. silver + sapphire
$1050 "

RB006 LILY PRONG 
SOLITAIRE  rosecut .5 
carat center:               
1. 14 gold + diamonds 
$TBA                  
2. Silver + diamond 
$TBA                 
3. 14k gold + sap-
phire $950                
4. silver + sapphire
$700 "

RB007 LILY PRONG 
ETERNITY BAND 15 
stones              
1. 14 gold + diamonds 
$TBA                  
2. Silver + diamond 
$TBA                 
3. 14k gold + sap-
phire $TBA              
4. silver + sapphire
$TBA"

RB008 KNOT BEZEL 
SOLITAIRE  rosecut .5 
carat center:               
1. 14 gold + diamonds 
$TBA                  
2. Silver + diamond 
$TBA                 
3. 14k gold + sap-
phire $950                
4. silver + sapphire
$700 "

RT021 2MM 14k HAM-
MERED BAND: !
1. plain $350"
2. +5 diamonds $575

RB010 KNOTTED BAND 
14k gold: !
1. plain $575"
2. +5 diamonds $800

RB012 1MM BRAID BAND 
1.14k gold $295!!

RB011 BRAIDED BAND 
14k gold: !
1. plain $595

EB011 LILY POST EAR-
RINGS !
1.14k gold $175!!

EB011 LILY POST 
EARRINGS + FW PEARL 
DROPS:!
1.14k gold $800!!
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DESIGNER: Bridal Collection by Lost Wax + Lauren Bergman / made in NYC

*** PLEASE NOTE : Diamonds prices will be quoted based on order request. We can supply all diamonds based on your price points, 

from rose cut to brilliant cuts with GIA certified stones. All rings are made in NYC with non conflict stones and recycled metals.

NB001 / NB002 / NB003                                                                      
1. 14k gold on 14k chain $295                                              
2. 14k gold on oxidized silver chain $215                                 
3. oxidized silver on 14k chain $215                                    
4. oxidized silver on silver chain $125

NB001 Braided bow on 
16” fine chain.

NB002 Braided rings 
on 16” fine chain.

NB003 Braided knot on 
16” fine chain.
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DESIGNER: Tam Tran / FINE JEWELRY

*RT101 $2400 TWIN 
RING 22k gold + 2 
freeform 
Australian opals 
+ 18k ring shank

*RT102 $2400 TWIN 
RING 22k gold + 2 
freeform USA 
turquoise + 18k 
ring shank

*RT103 $1400 22k 
gold + +/- 10 
carat rose cut 
ruby + 14k ring 
shank

*RT104 $1400 22k 
gold + +/- 12 
carat full cut 
ROSE DE FRANCE 
amethyst + 14k 
ring shank

*RT105 $1400 22k 
gold + large 
freeform baroque 
fw pearl + 12k 
electrum ring 
shank

*RT106 $1400 22k 
gold + SOUTH SEAS 
KESHI PEARL + 14k 
ring shank.

African opals in 
fine silver bezels 
+14k ring shank:            
1. *RT107R small 
round $245             
2. *RT107O small 
oval $245

HAMMERED BANDS WITH 
DIAMOND STATIONS 
18k               
1. RT108A 1 diamond 
$425               
2. RT108B diamonds 
$500              
3. RT108c 3 diamond 
$575.

*RT109 $500 COILED 
SERPENT WITH 
DIAMOND EYES 14k          

*NT101 $1200 MULTI 
COLOR GEMS + 18k 
gold 18” necklace.

*NT102 $1200 MULTI 
COLOR FRINGE 
sapphires  + 18k 
gold 16” necklace.

*NT103 $1600 MULTI 
COLOR sapphires  + 
18k gold + links 
24” necklace.

*NT104 $900 COILED 
SERPENT 14k 
hammered pendant + 
diamond bead on 
leather cord and 
14k slider at 
back.

*NT105 $900 
ASSYMETRICAL 
SERPENT 14k 
hammered pendant + 
diamond bead on 
leather cord and 2 
gold beads.

22k gold bezel + 
freeform Australian 
opal 
1.NT106Oxidized 
silver chain $450           
2.NT105Gold 14k 
chain $650

*NT107 $450 18k 
HAND FORGED DISC + 
tiny turquoise + 
14k beads + clasp.

*NT108 $1100 COLLAR 
Labradorite + 5 
rose cut citrines 
hand set in 
oxidized silver

*NT109 $1300 COLLAR 
matte onyx tiny 4 
strand beads + 8 
round pink 
tourmalines cabs + 
tear shaped pink 
tourmaline hand set 
in oxidized silver

*BT101 20k HAND 
FORGED LINKS woven 
bracelet and 
diamonds:         
1. 1 row $2800             
2. 3 rows $6100
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DESIGNER: Tam Tran

*BT102Silver 
*BT102Oxidize   
$95 Geometrics 
open bangle + 
Brass pyramid

*ET101Silver 
*ET101Oxidize 
silver $95 
Hammered bars 
post earrings

*RT110Silver $125    
*RT110Brass $110      
Sunburst heavy 
ring

$245 MOTHER OF PEARL 
pear shaped  in 
oxidized bezel + MOP 
heart         
1.*NT111S 24”rhodium 
silver chain            
2. *NT111O 24” 
oxidized silver chain 

*BT103 $165 Hand 
forged  golden 
brass alloy. 
Patina and widths 
varies +/-1.75”

*NT112 $195 MOTHER 
OF PEARL carved 
drop on lariat + 
rhodium silver 
chain 24”.        

*NT113 $245       
2” oxidized 
silver moon with 
pave champagne 
diamonds on 
oxidized 18” 
chain. 

*NT110 $90       
1.5” oxidized 
silver 18” chain 
with brass 1.5” 
bar.

*ET102 $45/EACH 
RAW OPALS post 
earrings.

*ET103 $135 RAW 
APATITE PRONG 
earrings.

*RT111 $175 RAW 
OPAL PRONG silver 
ring

*RT113 $225 RAW 
TURQUOISE PRONG 
OXIDIZED silver 
ring

*RT112 $275 RAW 
OPAL oxidized 
bezel + 14k gold 
prongs ring.

*BT105 $65 RAW 
TURQUOISE on 
natural wax cord 
bracelet.

Hand forged cuff 
Patina and widths 
varies +/-2.5”  
1. *BT104 PATINA 
$305             
2. BT104G 24k 
GOLD DETAIL $375  

*BT106Silver 
*BT106Oxidize   
$95 Geometrics 
open bangle + 
Brass FLATS.

*BT110 $75 HAND 
FORGED BRASS HOOK 
leather bracelet:           
1. black          
2. brown

*BT111 $75 HAND 
FORGED BRASS D 
RINGS WRAP leather 
bracelet:           
1. black          
2. brown

*BT112 $95 HAND 
FORGED BRASS 
RECTANGLE BUCKLE 
WRAP 3/16” leather 
bracelet:           
1. black          
2. brown

*NT115 $145 RAW 
FIRE OPAL in 
oxidized silver 
prong setting on 
braided brown 
leather cord and 
brass forged bead.

*NT116 $145 RAW 
APAPTITE in 
oxidized silver 
prong setting on 
braided brown 
leather cord and 
brass forged bead.
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DESIGNER: Tam Tran 

BT004 $165 Hand 
forged hammered WEB 
cuff Golden Brass

1. ET004Oxidized 
silver $145        
2. ET004Brass $145 
Hand forged hammered 
WEB earrings

1.ET006Silver $145 
2.ET006OXI Silver $145 
Oval hematite prong set 
post earrings.

1.AT001Silver $145   
2.AT001OXI Silver $145 
Oval hematite prong set 
cuff links

NT013 $65 hammered 
serpent Golden Brass 
on natural leather 
2mm cord

NT012 $65 hammered  
asymmetrical serpent 
Golden Brass on leather 
1.5mm cord             
1. dark green          
2. black               
3. navy

1. NT019Brass $65    
2. NT019Silver $70 
hammered FLOWER on 
natural leather 2mm 
cord                

RT028Small !
RT028Large FREEFORM 
WAVY FLOWER RING                 
1. Golden Brass $75   
2. Silver $90

*NTxxx $225 Large    
hammered ROSETTE on 
hematite chain.           

NT004 $195 rose cut 
diamond in 18k gold 
bezel on oxidized 
chain.

NT006 $160 3mm 14k 
gold bezel on 16” 
oxi silver chain:      
1. ruby              
2. blue sapphire   
3. aquamarine      
4. emerald         
5. pink sapphire

BT006 $145 3mm 14k 
gold bezel on oxi 
silver chain:      
1. ruby              
2. blue sapphire   
3. aquamarine      
4. emerald         
5. pink sapphire

RT022 $70 stacking 
rings with 14k gold 
hammered dot + oxi 
silver ring shank.

RT020 $550 THIN HALF ETER-
NITY band with 23 tiny dia-
monds can be stacked                 
1. 14k Yellow+white dia.                 
2. 14k Rose+black dia.                    
3. 14k White+champagne dia.

RT021 14k HAMMERED +/-2MM 
simple bands can be 
stacked.!
1. plain $350!
2. +5 diamonds $575 

1. ET002Oxidized 
silver $145        
2. ET002Brass $145 
Hand forged hammered 
WEB earrings

1. NT020Brass $65    
2. NT020Silver $70 
hammered FLOWER on 
natural leather 2mm 
cord                



 

RT001 $158 Bronze 
signet ring with silver 
knight intaglio UNISEX
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DESIGNER: Tam Tran / the ancients

RT002Brass      
RT002Oxidized Bronze 
$55 ancient Roman seal 
fragment A ring UNISEX

RT003Brass      
RT003Oxidized Bronze 
$55 ancient Roman seal 
fragment B ring UNISEX

RT004Brass      
RT004Oxidized Bronze 
$55 ancient Roman 
seal fragment C ring 
UNISEX

RT005Brass      
RT005Oxidized Bronze 
$42 stacking wreath 
rings UNISEX

RT006Brass      
RT006White brass  
$55 recast antique 
IVY ring. UNISEX

RT006Brass $55     
RT006Silver $65 
RT006Oxi Sil $65!
Large square 15x14mm 
signet ring UNISEX

RT007Brass $55     
RT007Silver $65 
RT007Oxi Sil $65!
Oval 10x8mm signet 
ring UNISEX

BT006 $65 oxidized 
silver chain with 
hand forged tiny 
brass feathers.

NT041 $80 oxidized 
silver chain with 
hand forged tiny 
brass feathers.

BT010 $65 Hand 
forged open bangle 
irregular Golden 
Brass. UNISEX

NT008 $75 UNISEX 
Bronze recast Ro-
man excavated coin 
+ diamond eye on:         
1.red fine silk 
string $65      
2.20” metal chain 
$85

NT010 $145 UNISEX 
Bronze recast Ro-
man excavated coin 
+ white brass an-
cient ingot on 24” 
metal chain.  

NT009 $265 UNISEX 
Bronze recast Ro-
man excavated coin 
+ brass small Ro-
man recast coin on 
20” heave silver 
lariat chain. 



EC002  $215/PAIR 22k 
gold + 7MM gemstones
+18k posts:             
1. blue lapis      
2. grey hematite   
3. citrine         
4. red garnet      
5. blue aqua       
6. turquoise       
7. purple amethyst 
8. blue opal!!

*EC002 $215 22k 
gold + 7MM 
gemstones + 18k 
wires:             
1. blue lapis      
2. grey hematite   
3. citrine        
4. red garnet     
5. blue aqua      
6. turquoise      
7. purple amethyst 
8. blue opal!

           !

EC004 $62.50/
TINY GRANULATED 
STUDS 22k gold 
+ 18k post.      !!!

NC001 $112.50 22k 
gold + 7MM 
gemstones + oxi 
silver chain:   
1. blue lapis      
2. grey hematite   
3. citrine        
4. red garnet     
5. blue aqua      
6. turquoise      
7. purple 
amethyst        
8. blue opal!

        !!

*BC $44 22k tiny 
granule + oxidized 
silver bangle.         !!

*RC $38 TINY 
GRANULATED 22K + 
oxidized silver 
ring.        !!

NC011 $38 TINY 
GRANULATED 22k 
gold + oxidized 
silver chain.
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DESIGNER: Cheryl Krauss
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DESIGNER: Amy Pivar / EMERALDS collection

*EP001 $265 Hand 
made oxidized 
flower + emeralds 
in 22k bezels

*BP001 $240 
Silver cuff + 
emeralds in 22k 
bezels

*BP002 $145 
Silver chain 
bracelet + 
oxidized flower + 
emeralds in 22k 
bezels dangle.

*NP001 $160 
Silver chain + 
oxidized flower + 
emeralds in 22k 
bezels pendant.

*RP001 $220 
Silver ring + 
square cut 
emeralds in 22k 
bezels.

*NP002 $255 
Silver chain + 
emerald in 22k 
bezels pendant.

*NP003 $430 Tiny 
saltwater keshi 
pearls + pear 
shaped emerald in 
22k bezels 
pendant.

*RP002 $115 OM 
SHANTI bronze 
open ring with 
inner silver 
sleeve,

DESIGNER: Amy Pivar / OM SHANTI collection

*RP003 $65 OM 
SHANTI open ring 
with inner silver 
sleeve,

*RP004 $75 
NAMASTE silver 
ring with 14K 
gold dots.

NAMASTE bronze 
open hole pendant 
on leather cord 
1. NP004Bronze 
$45             
2. NP004Silver 
$60

NAMASTE pendant 
on leather cord: 
1. NP005Silver 
$100             
2. NP005Bronze 
$75

SARASWATI bangle. 
1.BP002Silver 
$125            
2. BP002Bronze 
$75

*NP006 $65 SHIVA 
silver pendant on 
fine silver 
chain.

SHIVAYA WIDE 
CUFF. 
1.BP003Silver 
$325            
2. BP003Bronze 
$175

SERENITY THIN 
CUFF. 
1.BP002Silver 
$155            
2. BP002Bronze 
$95

SERENITY bronze 
5” pendant on 
leather. 
1.NP007Bronze 
$55 
2.NP007Silver 
$75
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DESIGNER: Tracy Hutt

EH001Gold 
vermeil 
EH001Silver $150 
large 1” hoops    
hand forged + 
tiny gemstones:       
1. blk spinel    
2. emerald     
3. blue sapp   
4. ruby        
5. multi sapp  
6. grey 
labradorite

BH001Gold vermeil 
$169      
BH001Silver$150  
hand forged + tiny 
gemstones cuffs   
1. black spinel   
2. emerald        
3. blue sapphire  
4. ruby           
5. multi color               
sapphires         
6. grey labradorite!

EH002Gold 
vermeil   
EH002Silver 
small .5” hoops 
hand forged + 
tiny gemstones:       
1. blk spinel    
2. emerald     
3. blue sapp   
4. ruby        
5. multi sapp  
6. grey 
labradorite

*EH005Gold 
vermeil 
EH005Silver 
TWIST HOOPS 
large hoops 

EH003Gold 
vermeil   
EH003Silver 
stick hand 
forged + tiny 
gemstones:       
1. blk spinel    
2. emerald     
3. blue sapp   
4. ruby        
5. multi sapp  
6. grey 
labradorite

*NH004Gold 
vermeil $160  
NH004Silver $120 
LARGE POD 3” + 
30” chain.         
1. blk spinel    
2. emerald     
3. blue sapp   
4. ruby        
5. multi sapp  
6. grey 
labradorite 

*NH005Gold 
vermeil $160  
NH005Silver $120 
MEDIUM POD 2.5” 
+ 16” chain:       
1. blk spinel    
2. emerald     
3. blue sapp   
4. ruby        
5. multi sapp  
6. grey 
labradorite 

*NH006Gold 
vermeil $160  
NH006Silver $120 
SKINNY POD 1” + 
16” chain:       
1. blk spinel    
2. emerald     
3. blue sapp   
4. ruby        
5. multi sapp  
6. grey 
labradorite 

*NH007Gold 
vermeil $100  
NH007Silver $75 
SKINNY POD 2” + 
16” chain:       
1. blk spinel    
2. emerald     
3. blue sapp   
4. ruby        
5. multi sapp  
6. grey 
labradorite 

*NH008Gold 
vermeil $100  
NH008Silver $75 
HORIZONTAL POD 
2.5” + 16” 
chain:         
1. blk spinel    
2. emerald     
3. blue sapp   
4. ruby        
5. multi sapp  
6. grey 
labradorite 

*NH001Gold 
vermeil $260  
NH001Silver $195 
HAND FORGED 
ROSETTE + 16” 
gemstone chain:
1.ruby         
2. emerald 
3.blue sap      
4. blk spinel 
5.grey 
labradorite

*NH003Gold 
vermeil $260  
NH003Silver $195 
HAND FORGED 
ROSETTE + 
16”gemstone 
chain:1.ruby         
2. emerald 
3.blue sap      
4. blk spinel 
5.grey 
labradorite

*NH009Gold 
vermeil $100 
*NH009Silver $75 
HAND FORGED LEAF 
1.5” + 16” 
chain.

*NH0095Gold 
vermeil $100 
*NH009Silver $75 
HAND FORGED MOON 
1.5”+ 16” chain.

*EH004Gold 
vermeil $160 
EH004Silver 
$120         2” 
LEAF hand 
formed earrings

*NH002Gold 
vermeil $260  
NH002Silver $195 
HAND FORGED MOON 
+ 16” gemstone 
chain:     
1.ruby         
2. emerald 
3.blue sap      
4. blk spinel 
5.grey 
labradorite

*EH006Gold 
vermeil 
EH006Silver 
TWIST HOOPS 
small hoops
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DESIGNER: Tracy Hutt

*NH010Gold 
vermeil $260  
NH010Silver $195 
HAND FORGED LILY 
+ 16” gemstone 
chain:1.ruby         
2. emerald 
3.blue sap      
4. blk spinel 
5.grey 
labradorite

*NH012Gold 
vermeil $260  
NH012Silver $195 
HAND FORGED IVY 
+ 16” gemstone 
chain:1.ruby         
2. emerald 
3.blue sap      
4. blk spinel 
5.grey 
labradorite

*NH011Gold 
vermeil $260  
NH011Silver $195 
HAND FORGED 
BUTTERFLY + 16” 
gemstone chain:
1.ruby         
2. emerald 
3.blue sap      
4. blk spinel 
5.grey 
labradorite

*EH007Gold 
vermeil $160 
EH007Silver 
$120         
2.25” SLENDER 
LEAF hand 
formed + 
TASSELS 
earrings

RY004 $95 UNISEX!
hollow silver brushed band ring!

RY002  UNISEX $115  silver + 
resin stripe 1/4” stacking band 
ring:                              
1. red                               
2. orange                      
3. green                       
4. blue                        
5. purple

RY003  $75 UNISEX notched silver 
and MULTI COLOR DOTS stacking 
ring:!

RY001  UNISEX $115  silver + 
resin stripe graduated band 
ring:                              
1. red                               
2. orange                      
3. green                       
4. blue                       
5. purple

DESIGNER: Yuval Alexander



!
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DESIGNER: Aroc Urtu by Lauren Bergman

*NU101 $$125 MICRO 
SLICE diamond + 14K 
BEZELbezel + 16” sil-
ver chain.ORGANIC 
SHAPE OF DIAMOND 
VARIES.

NU003 $125 .05-
carat rose cut 
black diamond + 
silver bezel + 16” 
chain

EU001 $265 rose 
cut 1 carat black 
diamond + silver 
bezel set.

EU002 $385 raw 
diamond nugget + 
14k prong set  
earrings

NU001 $330 raw 
diamond nugget + 
14k prong set + 
14k chain 16”.

RU001 PRICES AS 
MARKED +/-1 carat 
diamond slice organic 
shape + silver bezel 
stacking ring.

EU005 $235 oxi-
dized silver 
branch + diamonds 
+ 14k wires

NU005 $225 oxi-
dized silver 
branch + diamonds 
+ 14k chain 16”.

NU025 $195 swirl 
diamond freeform 
turquoise + oxi-
dized silver chain 
16”.

EU025 $xxx swirl 
diamond freeform 
turquoise + 14k 
wires with dia-
monds on one side 
only.

RU025 $xxx swirl 
diamond freeform 
turquoise + dia-
monds + oxidized 
silver ring.

*NU102 $90 swirl 
freeform pendant + 
oxidized silver triple 
chain:               
1. labradorite       
2. chrysoprase       
3. blue iolite

*NU103 $80 swirl 
wrap bracelet/neck-
lace freeform pen-
dant + oxidized 
silver + silk  rib-
bon chain braid:              
1. labradorite       
2. chrysoprase      
3. blue iolite

*NU104 silver charms 
bracelet/necklace + 
silk  ribbon chain 
braid:                
1. horseshoe $80      
2. shark tooth $80    
3. feather diamond $120                  
4. flower $80         
5. elephant ruby $110!
*ADD $10 FOR SILVER 
CHAIN OPTION.

*NU105 $125 fresh-
water baroque pearl 
3-way necklace + 
14k gold bead + 
gemstone/silver 
chain:!
1. amethyst!
2. iolite!
3. labradorite

*NU106 freshwater 
baroque pearl 3-way 
necklace + 14k gold 
bead:             
1. silver chain 
$115              
2. leather cord 
$115!

EU007 $305 giant 
freshwater baroque 
pearls + 14k gold 
wire.

*NU107 $85 tumbled 
BEACH STONES with 
champagne diamonds 
on silver chain.
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DESIGNER: Aroc Urtu

*NU108 $80 Silver 
SHIELDS on silk 
ribbon:           
1. flower            
2. heart       
3.star           
*ADD $10 FOR 
SILVER CHAIN.!

*BU101$80 UNISEX 
elastic lava 
bracelets:        
1. shark tooth           
2. star shield

*BU102 $80 UNISEX 
JAW waxed cord 
macrame bracelets:        
1. Black          
2. Brown

*NU109 $110 
UNISEX Brass 
TALON on leather 
cord.

*NU110 $150 brass 
JAW + diamonds on 
double gem 
labradorite and 
silver chain.

*NU111 $150 
brass HORN + 
diamonds on 
double gem 
labradorite and 
silver chain.

*RU101 $xxx Oxidized 
silver snake ring with 
dangling drops:          !
1. black diamond $175            
2. black onyx $110

*EU101 $xxx 
Oxidized silver 
snake earrings 
with dangling 
black onyx drops 
$195          

*NU112 $xxx 
Oxidized silver 
snake on silver 
cable chain with 
dangling drops:             
1. blk diamond $180 
2. blk onyx $115        

*RU102 $175 Oxidized 
silver ring + 
rutilated quartz + 
diamonds.

*EU102 $330 
Oxidized silver 
earrings + 
rutilated quartz + 
diamonds.

*NU113 $175 
Oxidized silver 
chain + rutilated 
quartz + diamonds.

*RU103 $565 Oval 
Rutilated quartz 
cabochon + 
champagne diamond + 
14k white gold.

*RU104 $565 
rectangle Rutilated 
quartz cabochon + 
champagne diamond + 
14k white gold.

*EU103 $175 
oxidized POPPY with 
24k bezel+diam ear 
wire 

*RU125 $145 
oxidized poppy with 
24k bezel + diamond 
ear  wire 

*NU114 $120 
Oxidized silver 
chain + small 
FEATHER + diamond 
set in bezel.

*EU105 $175 
Oxidized silver 
chain + small 
FEATHER + .015 x 2  
diamonds.

*NU115 $125 MICRO 
SLICE DIAMOND + 14K  
bezel + silver 
chain

*NU116 $575 rutile 
freeform quartz 
silver + .07c 
diamond set in 14k 
yellow gold on 14k 
gold chain.

*NU117 $575 rutile 
freeform quartz 
silver + .07c 
diamond set in 14k 
yellow gold on 14k 
gold chain.
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DESIGNER: Aroc Urtu

*NU118 $565 
Rutilated quartz + 
champagne diamond + 
14k white gold.

*NU119 $275 3 WAY 
BAROQUE PEARL + 
diamond + 14k 
gold chain.

*NU120 $185 KYANITE 
+  .12ct diamond 
bead + 14k bale on 
double chain of 
oxidized silver + 
labradorite chain.

*NU121 $330 KYANITE 
+ .07 champagne 
diamond + 2 x.01ct 
diamond in 24k gold 
+ 14k bale + 
oxidized silver 
chain.

*NU122 $525 rose cut 
SAPPHIRE + .07 
champagne diamond + 2 
x.01ct diamond in 24k 
gold + 14k bale + 
oxidized silver 
chain.

*NU123 $330 
DENDRITIC AGATE + .
10 champagne 
diamond + 2 x.01ct 
diamond in 24k gold 
+ 14k bale + 
oxidized silver 
chain.

*EU106 $215 DROPLET 
earrings + 14k:   
1. turquoise
+sapphire          
2. tangerine 
moonstone+sapphire 
3. dk garnet+ruby

*RU105 $550 
TUMBLED +/- 10 
carat EMERALD + 
champagne diamond 
+ 14k yellow gold 
shank

*RU107 $525  PINK 
SAPPHIRE +/- 3 
carat + champagne 
diamond + 14k 
yellow gold shank

*RU108 $550 
SAPPHIRE +/- 9 
carat + champagne 
diamond + 14k white 
gold shank

*RU110 $560 EMERALD 
SLICE +/- 3 carat + 
2 side diamonds + 
14k yellow gold 
shank.

*RU109 $195 
SAPPHIRE SLICE 
prong set ring 
sterling silver.

*EU110 $195 TAJ 
EARRINGS prong set 
sterling silver:  
1. moonstone+iolite 
2. gray moonstone
+tangerine 
moonstone

*RU118 TAJ RING 
prong set sterling 
silver:           
1. turquoise
+sapphire $190    
2. amethyst+green 
tourmaline        
3. chalcedony+pink 
sapphire.

*RU115 BASKET 
PRONG SET RING 
oxidized silver: 
1.chalcedony $95 
2.amethyst $95 
3.turquoise $125

*EU107 $235 RAW 
AMETHYST drops + 
24k gold beads + 
14k ear wires.

*EU108 $235 RAW 
CITRINE drops + 
24k gold beads + 
14k ear wires.

*NU124 $125 RAW 
AMETHYST + 
diamond bead 
dangle + double 
oxidized chain.

*NU125 $125 RAW 
CITRINE + 
diamond bead 
dangle + double 
oxidized chain.

*RU112 THREE 
STONE BEZEL RING 
oxidized silver 
1.amethyst
+peridot $165     
2.moonstone
+peridot $165      
3.turquoise
+sapphire $195
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NF003 $60 UNISEX 
LG open bone 
bronze + dk 
brown suede 
cord.

NF006 $45 UNISEX 
wing bone bronze 
+ dk brown suede 
cord.

NF005 $60 UNISEX 
tail bone bronze 
+ dk brown suede 
cord.

NF005 $60 UNISEX 
2-hole bone 
bronze + dk brown 
suede cord.

*NF102 $60 UNISEX 
2.25” brass 
finger on 
adjustable 
oxidized brass 
chain up to 32”.

*NF101 $60 UNISEX 
1.75” bronze 
skeleton  
adjustable 
oxidized brass 
chain up to 32”.

NF001Small UNISEX 
$25  bronze bone 
on black suede 
cord.

DESIGNER: Leni Fuhrman

*RF102White $60  
*RF102Yellow $60 
Bronze finger 
open ring 
adjustable UNISEX

*RF101White 
*RF101Yellow $60 
Bronze skeleton 
open ring 
adjustable UNISEX

*EF101Silver $65 
*EF101Bronze $45  
3/8” fingerprint 
on ear wires

NF001Medium 
UNISEX $45 bronze 
bone on black 
suede cord.

DESIGNER: Ruth Altman

NA003White  $27  
NA003Bronze $27 
NA003Silver $38 
arrowhead + suede 
cord UNISEX

NA001White  $27  
NA001Bronze $27 
NA001Silver $38 
arrowhead + suede 
cord UNISEX

NA001White  $27  
NA001Bronze $27 
NA001Silver $38 
arrowhead + suede 
cord UNISEX 

RF001 $25 
UNISEX organic 
BONE stacking 
rings:     
1.bronze    
2.brass    
3.white brass    
4.oxidized

*NF103Silver $35 
*NF103Bronze $20  
3/8” fingerprint 
on silver chain:

DESIGNER: Marisol Mercado

BM002 $30/each 
UNISEX .5” HAND 
WOVEN in Mexico 
HORSEHAIR leather 
lined bracelets. 
MINIMUM 6 PIECES   
1. brights+neutrals        
2. neutrals only.

BM002 $40/each 
UNISEX 7/8” HAND 
WOVEN in Mexico 
HORSEHAIR leather 
lined bracelets. 
MINIMUM 6 PIECES   
1. brights+neutrals        
2. neutrals only.
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AROC URTU Designed by Lauren Bergman, this collection is a union of raw beach or other singular stones formed beneath Earth’s surface then shaped by 
pounding waves, rushing currents and sand juxtaposed with fine gemstones, precisely shaped and polished by master stonecutters. The balance of 
simplicity and complexity is at the core of the exquisite design in the collections. Lauren Bergman’s impressive background in jewelry design 
features a resume of the best names in the world of fine jewelry. After completing her studies at Parsons, The Art Students League and the Fashion 
Institute of Technology, she began designing for clients such as Judith Leiber and Harry Winston. In 2001, she was appointed Design Director at 
Vivid Collection (now Leviev) and in 2006 became Creative Director at William Goldberg.!!
TRACY HUTT  uses classical jewelry techniques to create modern updated styles. Trained to work with gold, Tracy has recently introduced a collection 
of affordable vermeil jewelry. Her style is a contemporary twist on classical jewelry, using gold, silver, precious, and semi-precious stones. Tracy 
studied art at NYU, and after several years in the financial sector, she went back to her original passion - jewelry making. She currently resides 
and works in Manhattan. !!
CHERYL KRAUSS is inspired by the beauty of high-karat gold. Its unique physical properties enable her to employ techniques invented by the 
Egyptians, Etruscans, Greeks and Romans, and to design in the spirit of these ancient civilizations. Each piece embodies the luster and 
extraordinarily rich color that flatters gemstones and wearers alike. This collection is hand fabricated in NYC using 22 karat yellow gold, 
gemstones, natural elements and vintage pieces are combined. Findings are made of 18 karat gold for extra durability.!

LOST WAX STUDIO DESIGNS was conceived from the enthusiastic response to our shop and its mission of working and supporting independent designers. 
Our design aesthetic and belief that good design should be made available at all price points inspired us to launch this collection of simple, 
affordable and American made pieces designed in house by Tam Tran. We also offer design/making workshops in jewelry making or fiber arts all taught 
by working designers. Our goal with our workshops is to connect the the maker and the end consumer by creating an opportunity for a dialogue between 
the 2 parties. More workshops in traditional skills including leather work, knitting and wax carving will soon be available.!!
TAM TRAN is a designer/maker using ancient jewelry making techniques combined with a distinct design perspective to create relevant timely work.  
“My work is deeply rooted in history and the traditions of all ancient craft techniques. “My passion lies in research and deconstructing historical 
pieces, techniques or construction and reimagining them to create relevant designs for today maintaining a contextual link to the past”. Each piece 
is hand worked and bear the organic marks of its fabrication and is made locally in her New York City studio. Influences from her apparel/textile 
design background is evident in her use of color, diverse range of raw materials, and an irreverent exploration of traditional metals technique. Tam 
is also the founder of LOST WAX STUDIO, a concept store/studio revolving around making and working with independent designer/makers which she opened 
with business partners Yuval Alexander and Christine McKee in 2011. Tam also works with many diverse design/education projects independently with 
institution such as The Metropolitan Museum of Art and Museum of Art and Design and has created bespoke pieces for many feature films including 
RACHEL GETTING MARRIED, RED, AND RIPD and also works as a consultant to many diverse design projects. “Participation and collaborating with other 
creative/academic people in many different industries is an inspiring and rewarding part of my creative working process. These outside collaborations 

PRESS LOOKBOOK available at therunthrough    !!
PHOTOGRAPHY Tam Tran
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LOST WAX TERMS!!
-All prices are wholesale.!!
-All pieces hand fabricated in NYC unless otherwise.!!
-MINIMUM ORDER: $1k + 50% deposit of order total required + balance due before shipping.!!
-DELIVERY: 3-4 weeks after order confirmation and payment with notification if we cannot ship within 4 weeks or 
for special requested modifications or exclusives.  !
-TAX ID is needed before shipment.!!
-SHIPPING : All items are shipped insured UPS or USPS at buyer’s expense.!!
-CANCELLATIONS: We cannot accept any cancellations as every designer/maker is producing to the order.!!
-RETURNS: No returns accepted unless there are visible shipping damage. !
 !
-NEW DESIGNS: We are all independent designers/makers, we are constantly creating new designs and one of a kind 
pieces, please use our wholesale website to access new designs HERE.     !!
-EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS/COLLABORATIONS/PRIVATE LABEL: please contact us for any of these services, we offer 
comprehensive services from design concept to full scale production/sourcing wholesale@lostwaxstudio.com!!
-DESIGNER’S BIOGRAPHY: Designer’s bio is available.


